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How  can  dual  enrollment  teachers  navigate  between  the  
requirements,  needs,  and  challenges  of  both  their  high  
school  and  college  classrooms—with  students  that  are  
also  both  in  high  school  and  college?
double  play:  notes  from  a  high  school  
english  professor
Double Play: Notes From a High School English Professor 
John Skarl 
While teaching dual credit, I have often been confronted with 
the dilemma of how to see the course: is it high school, is it 
college? Obviously it’s both, but how to cope with that duality is 
anything but obvious. 
  
My perception is that high school students live bat-like in a jungle of 
Vines, Tweets, Snapchats, Facebook walls, and YouTube streams. College, on the 
other hand, appears to be a city of sparkling complexity boasting crystal 
etchings designed to capture the light of a higher truth. While modern 
universities may not eschew the kitschier side of Web 2.0, they seem to aspire 
to be above it all. As I see it, dual credit instructors are the anthropologists: 
interlopers between cultures. The key to being successful in this hybrid 
environment relies on the trick of navigating both worlds. One way of doing 
this is to use modern media to inspire reading and writing. 
YouTube is Not a Bad Thing 
Using modern media to inspire sociocultural literacy was an important 
strategy of mine this past semester using Writing and Reading Across the 
Curriculum (12th edition) in my English 161 class. I helped my students learn to 
analyze by critiquing modern ads in print, online, and on YouTube through the 
lens Jib Fowles provides in his article “Advertising’s Fifteen Basic Appeals.” It 
was also interesting to watch female students become empowered through Jean 
Kilbourne’s fourth lecture in the Killing Us Softly series, accessed through 
Vimeo, to create intelligent and wonderfully indignant critiques of sexism and 
deception in the industry with questions like,  “What can be done to help the 
woman in her late twenties who has tried every diet from asparagus-only to 
zero-carbs and has a two foot tall basket full of self-help magazines, books, and 
articles in her bedroom?” After a few weeks of study, my Google Drive inbox 
was filled with essays with titles like, “Is She as Pretty as I Think?”; “Advertising 
and Rape Culture”; and “Barbie: The Evil Behind the Plastic.”  
Students couldn’t believe we got to watch commercials during class. 
YouTube was a valuable resource, although, I admit, I have not always felt this 
way. In fact, I have ranted about how modern media is destroying our ability to 
concentrate. But as I watched my students view a familiar object like the “Hump 
Day” Geico ad through an analytical lens and to begin peeling layers of humor, I 
became a believer that YouTube can actually aid one in teaching concentration. 
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Please consider the following passage taken from a student essay:  
The outer paper layer is the pun of Wednesday being known as Hump 
Day and the humps that are on camels. The second layer is the general 
absurdity of there being a talking animal. The third level is the 
juxtaposition of the dirty, chaotic animal being placed in a clean, quiet 
business place. The fourth and the final level is the dichotomy of the 
camel being the symbol of the Middle East, and putting the voice of an 
American “frat boy” with it. All of these elements are factors of this 
particular advertisement’s success. (Chrisman)  
In a recent conversation with Jennifer Young, composition director at The 
University of Akron and PhD candidate at Case Western Reserve, I asked her 
thoughts about using media to inspire writing. “I use media extensively, and I'm 
not even sure how I'd teach without it anymore . . . . I think we're now living in a 
world in which it would be incredibly difficult if not maybe even a little 
backward to teach without incorporating media.” So it is with a deep pride that I 
reflect on those moments I shared with my students, weeping over the 
“Origami” ad for Extra chewing gum, laughing at the low-budget magic of Chuck 
Testa Taxidermy, or feeling like a Swiffer ad could help us understand the 
meaning of love.  
Share Your #Selfies 
This fall I was asked to mentor a young woman looking to start a career 
in teaching. The prospect of being a formative influence was exhilarating to me, 
but equally daunting was the suspicion that she would interpret my 
involvement with the recent state mandated teacher evaluation system, along 
with the tough-guy veneer that I have cultivated over the last twelve years, to 
mean that teaching had warped me into the worst kind of pedant; that my 
propensity to stroke my beard in lieu of offering any practical explanations 
would be beyond frustrating. I’m glad to say she was tolerant of mandated 
pedantry, saw through the peeling veneer, waited out my bearding, and had a 
lot of success with the students. Of course, like a magnifying glass, I was only 
able to help make clearer for her the teacher characteristics (intelligence, drive, 
thoughtfulness) that she already possessed.  
The experience focused my own thoughts on how and why I teach, and 
this focus leads me to consider my own mentors: my high school AP English 
teacher, grey headed and wise, suffering from the pain of fibromyalgia, and able 
to speak at length on nearly any literary event as long as it happened at least 
two centuries ago; my creative writing mentor in college, grey headed and wise, 
suffering from an acute case of reality, and able to speak at length on anything 
as long as it happened at UC Berkeley or the writer’s workshop at the University 
of Iowa. In reality, I do them a disservice by introducing them in this way: they 
were both wonderful teachers, but like the rest of us, not without their 
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idiosyncrasies. The attempt to give my own students what my mentors gave me 
is one of the driving forces behind my work, and though I could go on imitating 
them until I am grey headed, I do not think this will make me wise. 
The digital technology boom was just starting to influence my schooling, 
so my mentor teachers existed mostly outside of this sphere. Regardless, they 
seemed to have wonderful rapport with both students and staff, and that 
renown came with a kind of familiarity. Apparently, one way of enjoying a long 
teaching career is to be familiar with students’ lives outside of the classroom 
while earning their respect inside it. Familiarity may stem from the students’ 
perception of their instructors as unpretentious navigators amidst the jungle of 
social media in which many of them live. It may also stem simply from 
accessibility. I feel this is true at both the high school and college level.  
Brad Palmer is a full time professor of communications at Stark State 
Community College where he teaches both introductory and upper level 
courses. Here he shares some thoughts about rapport: “No two students are the 
same and understanding the diversity and values of our students is an 
important way to reach them . . . I make myself available to my students 
whenever they need.”  
My creative writing mentor, Mr. Bob Pope, is a college professor with an 
MFA from the University of Iowa Writer’s Workshop, and despite the fact that 
he has worked with the likes of Joan Didion and John Irving, one of my fondest 
memories is cracking fart jokes with him in an online chat room for our class. 
He has published in The Atlantic, but would grab a coffee with us to go over 
sentence structure. Like Brad Palmer, he worked hard at being both accessible 
and unpretentious, and it made a big difference in the lives of his students.  
My high school AP English teacher, Mrs. Margaret Ellis, was a classical 
scholar, but she wrote her home phone number on the chalkboard in case we 
needed her; she was married to a pastor, yet the giddy charm of a schoolgirl 
would come over her whenever we read anything to do with sex, which was 
often with the Romantics, and it transformed her into something that was 
wholly human.  
These teachers were both capable of winning deep respect within the 
classroom, but they always took the time to be familiar with students outside 
the classroom, and they never failed to communicate their humanity in a way 
that was more profound than other, less involved teachers. Recently, I taught a 
mini-lesson on satire in which students were asked to identify the elements of 
ridicule and caricature in the pop single “#Selfie” while a handful of my own 
embarrassing duckface selfies played as a slideshow. Meanwhile, I hypocritically 
lectured them on the superficial culture social networking has spawned. 
Profound? I don’t know. But I hope they appreciate this stuff. I really do.  
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From Once Upon a Time to Happily Ever After 
There is a kind of communication in teaching that is, at its best, familial. 
When I attempt to simply summarize the process of how I direct curriculum, I 
am often at a loss. This is due to the students and their changing needs. This 
past semester I was confronted with some challenges in the classroom. One 
section of English 161 contained twenty-three females. These young ladies, I 
found, “got it” a lot quicker and more profoundly than some of my male students
—they also loved glitter. And glitter gets on everything. Inevitably it gets on 
your fingers, and then your face. At best, people think you’ve been crying; at 
worst it looks like remnants from an evening of cross-dressing. These were my 
thoughts as the class spokeswoman, who just so happened to also be the 
principal’s daughter, revealed her love for Disney and all things “princess.” I am 
of the opinion that Disney reinforces the worst kind of gender stereotyping, 
ruins world culture by trading traditional storylines for marketability, and 
coddles our youth by ignoring the elements of horror vital to its subject matter. 
That, and I don’t do musicals. I just don’t. Regardless, a love for Disney began to 
rear its terrible head in my classroom and I had no idea how to deal with it. 
In the meantime a female student revealed to me her personal struggle 
with anti-depressants. I urged her to write about her experiences. This was 
good. I hoped to do better. The next week we began the unit in Writing and 
Reading Across the Curriculum titled “The Pursuit of Happiness.” The first thing I 
did was type out The Compact Oxford English Dictionary (2nd edition) definition of 
“happy”; it presents a seven-layer definition of how to arrive at happy, in which 
teenagers read the following three suggestions: chance, death, or drugs and 
alcohol. After some dark laughter we focused on the aspect they overlooked: 
satisfaction. The fourth layer of this definition led us into our classroom pursuit 
of happiness, which dealt with distinguishing between what makes us feel good 
versus what brings us satisfaction, and learning to appreciate the difference. 
We read a lot of the articles in Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, 
viewed a few TEDtalks, learned about Bhutan, pig-happiness, delved into what 
the Greeks had to say, and after all of that, still could not agree upon whether 
happiness was real or a social construct. I asked them, in the spirit of the 
Buddhists, to compile four noble truths of happiness and then lay out their 
eightfold path. It was a fulfilling experiment, and it brought us to our next 
subject: the tale that often ends with “happily ever after.” The idea was to 
critique the notion of happiness presented in different versions of fairy tales.  
 Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, contains a unit on Cinderella. 
With a lot of help and encouragement from my female student teacher, I 
decided to brave the subject with a group of self-avowed Disney Princesses. 
Some of them were actually named after them! Regardless, I plunged ahead 
with as much tact as I could muster and asked the queen of the princesses what 
she thought of David Trumble’s portrayal of courageous women like Ann Frank 
and Ruth Bader Ginsburg as Disney Princesses. I gave her two articles from off-
line: one from The Christian Science Monitor that interpreted the comparison as 
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satire, and one from The Atlantic, suggesting that the women Trumble portrays 
have earned their glitter, and interpreted the treatment as praise. I sort of 
expected her to side with the piece in The Atlantic, but to my surprise, she 
expressed an appreciation for the satirical nature of Trumble’s work, and his 
attempt to highlight a “culture of absurdity.” My goal was to help provide a 
framework in which we could be critical of Cinderella as a role model for girls 
and I feel like this was an important first step. We went on to compare Disney 
versions of fairy tales to their more original counterparts, and to ask ourselves: 
what kind of “princess” do we respect? 
It turns out my class of Disney Princesses were ruthless critics of passive 
heroines; one students’ criticism of Disney itself could be said to have surpassed 
my own in an essay titled “Mulan and the Disney Filter” in which she 
highlighted Disney’s “irreverence” toward “precious treasures of world culture” 
in their retelling of “The Ballad of Mulan.” My students became even more 
sensitive toward notions of happiness in fairy tales. Take this sentence from the 
aforementioned essay: “After she [Mulan] defeats a powerful enemy and saves 
all of China, at the end of the day, Disney still quietly shows that she needs a 
man to complete her happily-ever-after.” After a quick jaunt through Oedipus 
Rex, I’m sure some were convinced they should “count no man happy till he dies, 
free of pain at last.” Luckily we didn’t stop there, and Antigone offered us a 
portrait of a heroine with some redeemable qualities.   
From there, a mandatory high school unit on resume writing compelled 
us toward a small unit on the world of work featuring a lot of print selections 
from Studs Terkel’s Working, words from Mike Rowe in his TEDtalk “Learning 
from Dirty Jobs,” and a good chunk of the Harlan County, USA documentary, 
(both accessed through YouTube). I began to grow puzzled how to bring the 
semester to meaningful culmination. Although I didn’t realize it during 
something like our forty-sixth viewing, it was lucky that my hulk of a three-
year-old son had become obsessed with his film counterpart, Ralph, from the 
Disney film Wreck-It Ralph.  
It turns out that this Disney movie allows for some really great 
commentary on all of the topics we had been studying. It contains a few of the 
important themes from Sophocles including the Apollonian and Dionysian 
conflict, and a fate versus free will debate. And there are no musical numbers. 
However, is it a fairy tale? This was one of the richest conversations we could 
never seem to agree upon. Finally, what does the film say about the nature of 
happiness? The world of work? I provided formative assessment questions that 
lead to some great writing and discussion. I began to identify with Ralph as a 
seeker and mentor to a room full of precocious females at the beginning of their 
collegiate journey. The ending of that movie always brings a tear.  
Who knows, it may have just been a bit of glitter on my face. 
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Postscript: Real College? 
While teaching dual credit, I have often been confronted with the 
dilemma of how to see the course: is it high school, is it college? Obviously it’s 
both, but how to cope with that duality is anything but obvious. My syllabus 
contains the following passage, which I emphasize on day one: “Because you are 
a registered high school student and a registered college student, you are subject 
to the policies of both institutions. This should impress upon you the high 
standard of personal integrity the adults in these institutions expect in 
exchange for the privilege of taking this course.” The administration does a great 
job explaining that dual credit is college to qualifying students, and that 
students must be prepared to pay for the course if they are not able to earn a 
passing grade. I am urged to have students sign over their FERPA rights the first 
week of the course for a few reasons: (1) Parents are able to access student 
grades electronically at my school, which technically violates FERPA, and (2) so I 
can discuss student progress with parents during conference time and on an as-
needed basis. Perhaps because of my willingness to remain accessible in this 
hybrid environment, I have experienced the opinion from at least one parent 
that dual credit isn’t “real” college. As a side note, I would bet this person often 
gruffly uses the expression “the real world.” As a fiction writer, I spend a good 
amount of time wondering what is real, and college has not been an exception. 
What is “real” college? As a college student myself, I chose to attend a local 
university and hold a job while I commuted to and from campus. I am sure 
many of my friends who went away to school, lived on campus and participated 
in any number of enrichment opportunities probably question whether or not I 
went to “real” college. Thankfully, I have a real degree that has afforded me real 
opportunity in the real world.  
 I think many young people associate “college” with a lot of the freedoms 
that becoming a legal adult brings: a kind of cultural coming-of-age experience. 
There is, I suppose, nothing Animal House in this sense, about dual credit. Dual 
credit is an incredibly convenient option. Students don’t have to leave their high 
school. They don’t have to purchase textbooks. Their parents are there if 
necessary, therefore it could easily blend into just another high school class. In 
fact a former student unknowingly repeated the dual credit courses she had 
taken with me when she got to her version of “real” college. What kind of 
impact am I having? I wonder this often.  
 I see dual credit as more like college with training wheels, I guess. I get a 
chance to tell my students stories about my own college experience, and often 
kid them that if I want to truly prepare them I must be meaner than the 
meanest professor I ever had, who just so happened to use his own four-point 
grading scale, in which 97-100 was an A, and so on. The truth is that I use two 
separate weighted scales for my dual credit students: one is a total point system, 
which ends up as their high school grade, and one is based ninety percent upon 
their formal compositions, which becomes their college grade. Because I see my 
students much more often than a university professor would, and therefore we 
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complete more formative assessments, I have to get creative in how I reflect 
summative college level assessment, and having two grading scales really helps.  
 Ultimately, I just love to teach. I see it as a calling, a mode of expression, 
and an art form all rolled into one. At the 2012 Ohio Dual Credit Conference in 
Columbus, I heard many opinions about dual credit: some called it social justice; 
the assistant to the Chancellor of Education framed it as a way to bolster the 
state economy through inspiring greater collegiate retention rates; I have been 
grateful to experience it as an odd yet enchanted forum that allows me to 
impact student awareness of the world around them, with the hope of 
positively influencing decisions students make as they enter adulthood. I take 
pride in helping to focus the way they think. Am I sad that more people don’t 
see dual credit as real college, or take what I do for a living more seriously? 
Sometimes. But when I get an email or a visit from a student that has moved on 
to The Ohio State University, or even The University of Akron, I really relish 
the thought that it all started in my classroom. 
think many young people associate “college” with a lot of the 
freedoms that becoming a legal adult brings: a kind of cultural 
coming-of-age experience. 
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